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If there’s one major temptation for 

leaders and their organizations, it is to 
put more emphasis on doing than 
being. They put more attention on 
“hard skills” as opposed to “soft skills.” 
The being side of company life is called 
“soft skills.” Hard is better than soft, 
says the practice of many leaders. 
 
But imagine shaping a company by 
paying more attention to its quality 
of being. Who do we want to be in this 
world? What core values do we want to 
live out? What is our North Star (our 
unique calling and mission)? How are 
we keeping our eyes on it? What 
internal culture do we want to foster? 
And how do we want to contribute to 
the world? As our success increases, 
who do we want to become more of? 
 
With almost 80% of U.S. workers 
reporting themselves in a state of 
disengagement from their work, it 
has never been more vital for 
leaders to pay attention to these 
questions.  
 
As a widely requested speaker, Dr. 
Nelson’s mission is to maximize team 
and leadership culture by increasing 
self-awareness, relational empathy, 
and purpose-focused outcomes. 

SOME OF GREG’S MOST 
REQUESTED TOPICS 

 
THE THREE MOST IMPORTANT KEYS TO 

DEVELOPING HIGH PERFORMING LEADERS AND 
TEAMS 

Find out what the latest research shows are 
the three nonnegotiable attributes that determine 
the potential of all leaders and teams. 

 
HOW THE COURAGE TO BE AUTHENTIC 

INCREASES YOUR INFLUENCE 
Learn the five steps to discovering how to show up 
with vulnerability and authenticity, and how that 
impacts your influence with the people around you. 

 
DEVELOPING MORE BALLAST:  

REFOCUSING ON YOUR ORGANIZATION’S  
NORTH STAR 

Do you and everyone else you work with know the 
Why? Identify the five ways to reverse any Purpose 
drift by building more powerful ballast into your 
organization’s culture. Don’t just survive. Thrive! 
 

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE AN INFLUENTIAL  
21ST CENTURY LEADER 

Today’s research about the most successful 
leaders shows that there is no one cookie-cutter 
style. Do you know yours? Learn the distinguishing 
characteristic that makes leaders a transformational 
presence.  
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ABOUT GREG 

Dr. Greg speaks to amazing audiences 
such as the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation, Fitbit, American Express, 
Amazon, Applied Materials, the 
American Physical Therapy Association 
National Conference, and Golden Gate 
University. He has been the featured 
speaker to a convocation of 15,000 
pastors and leaders in Toronto, as well 
as to numerous congregations and  
conferences. His doctorate is in 
optimizing leadership and 
organizational culture. 

To book Greg Nelson at your next event to transform 
your teams and leaders, email 

greg@gregorypnelson.com or call 415-748-0015. 
www.gregorypnelson.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Greg utilizes every “strategic stop” to maximize people’s 
self-awareness, healthy relationships, and purpose-
driven results. His keynotes are delivered at conferences 
and company gatherings, off-sites, workshops, new hire 
training & development, executive team retreats, and in-
house coaching curriculums for leaders and teams.  
 
 

   What others are saying: 
 

“Greg Nelson spent a week with my leadership 
team and 3000 member university gathering 
sharing a highly moving and motivating series of 
lectures. We were so inspired that we incorporated 
those lectures into our corporate website and 
continue to reap the benefits of his time with us. A 
truly professional and dynamic 
communicator.” 

Dwight Nelson, Senior Pastor, Michigan 
 
 “We were so lucky to have your expertise, 
insight, and motivation shared with our staff; 
you were so inspiring and encouraging. 
Our staff are still sharing your language and 
reminders to fulfill our work and remain 
grounded in our mission. Your sessions were 
so moving to our staff.” 

Katie Brydon, Director Programs, 
Best Buddies International 

 
“Greg is a master at weaving lessons of life 
with humor and stimulating thought. He has 
brought great learning to my organization.” 

Jonathan Hoehn, CEO, a hospital foundation 
 
“I’ve watched Greg Nelson motivate people through 
his incredible public speaking abilities, his warm 
inter-personal relationship skills, and his strong 
coaching skills. I would highly recommend him as 
one of the best motivational speakers and 
coaches I have observed!  

Richard Osborn, Ph.D. 
former President, Pacific Union College 
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